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ABSTRACT
We introduce a state based peridynamic model for calculating dynamic fracture. The force
interaction is derived from a double well strain energy density function, resulting in a nonmonotonic material model. The material properties change in response to evolving internal forces
and fracture emerges from the model. The model can be viewed as a regularized fracture model.
In the limit of zero nonlocal interaction the model recovers a sharp crack evolution characterized
by the classic Griffith free energy of brittle fracture with elastic deformation satisfying the linear
elastic wave equation off the crack set, zero traction on crack faces and the kinetic relation
between crack tip velocity and crack driving force given in [1], [4], [6], [7], see [3], [5]. We complete
the talk with a priori convergence rates for the numerical simulation and several computational
examples [2]. This research is funded through ARO Grant W911NF1610456.
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